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February 24, 2016 
 
Re: Express Wells Database – MDR version 
  
Dear Express Data Client, 
 
The February 2016 build of MDR-Expo - our PPDM 3.7.1 version of the Express wells database is 
now available on the Express Hub in Oracle format and in SQL Server 2008 format as a 3 DVD set. 
 
We continue to make improvements to Saskatchewan data since the Saskatchewan Ministry of the 
Economy switched over to the new Integrated Resource Information System (IRIS) in December.  
Thanks to the folks from the Ministry for fixing problems as quickly as they come up and thanks to 
clients and users for continuing to help us identify issues with the Saskatchewan data. We have 
corrected numerous issues in this release.  Here is a short list of some of the corrections that have 
been made since the last release: 
 

1. Filled in gaps and missing production and injection dates in SK PDEN tables.  The following 
columns are affected: 

a. PDEN_PROD_MONTH.PRODUCTION_DATE  
b. PDEN_INJ_MONTH.PRODUCTION_DATE  
c. PDEN_PROD_LIFETIME.ON_PRODUCTION_DATE  
d. PDEN_PROD_LIFETIME.LAST_PRODUCTION_DATE  
e. PDEN_INJ_LIFETIME.ON_INJECTION_DATE  
f. PDEN_INJ_LIFETIME.LAST_INJECTION_DATE  
g. PDEN.ON_PRODUCTION_DATE  
h. PDEN.LAST_PRODUCTION_DATE  
i. PDEN.ON_INJECTION_DATE  
j. PDEN.LAST_INJECTION_DATE 

 

2. Filled in missing FINAL_TD, DRILL_TD and MAX_TD records in SK 
 

3. Added missing distinct status types for SK wells in WELL_STATUS table.  You will now find 
the following status types for SK wells (which are now similar to AB status types) 

a. COMPOUND 
b. FLUID 
c. MODE 
d. STRUCT 
e. TYPE 

 

4. Confirmed that Well Casing Cement volumes are no longer available from SK Econ 
 

5. For SK completions, the plugbacks were not being mapped as completions.  This has been 
changed and SK completion/perforation counts will now match the pre-IRIS counts 
 

6. Confirmed that detailed log types are no longer available in IRIS.  There are now 9 distinct 
and fairly generic log types available 
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7. Some formation tops in STRAT_WELL_SECTION had SOURCE = ‘SKEMR’.  This has been 
corrected and changed to SOURCE = ‘OPER’ (Operator) 
 

8. There were some duplicate well records without a Primary Producing Formation in the PDEN 
table.  These have been corrected. 
 

9. Corrected missing SK LICENSEE names in WELL_LICENSE_TABLE.  These now match the 
last non IRIS release. 
 

10. Filled in missing TVD depths which were missing for some SK wells 
 

11. There was a problem with SK spud dates for wells were there are multiple boreholes and one 
well origin.  This has been corrected and spud dates now match pre IRIS data 
 

12. Corrected some differences in Pool names between IRIS data and pre Iris data.  The names 
are now consistent. 
 

13. Changed event sequence numbers on some SK wells so that they match pre IRIS event 
sequence numbers.  This is to ensure that the same production data is recorded on the same 
event between pre IRIS and IRIS data.  This only effects a handful of wells. 
 

 
We continue to receive valuable feedback from customers regarding issues/enhancements with our 
new Express well database and we thank you for that.   
 
As always, if you do have any questions/concerns regarding any of the above, or any other issue, please 
feel free to contact myself or Karen Nunns.  We thank you for your ongoing support and business. 
 
Thank you 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
Peter Ciavarella 
Managing Director, CWD Inc. 


